Walking Wednesday: Walk for Water

On the fourth Wednesday of March we will be walking with purpose to highlight the World Water Day 2023 campaign. This year, the focus of the UN observance is on accelerating change to solve the water and sanitation crisis. The global campaign encourages people to take action in their own lives to change the way they use, consume and manage water.

In order to not center the settler-colonial narrative or risk reproducing the violent erasure of Indigenous histories, peoples, and landscapes that have existed in Chicago since time immemorial by reinforcing the myth of Indigenous disappearance, normalizing settler worlds, jurisdictions and futurities Pedroso Center Coordinator Fawn Pochel will lead a facilitated walk centering traditional ecological knowledge of our local area with a focus on water sovereignty.

March 22nd, 2023
Location: LWH Lobby
Time: 12:00 PM-1:00 PM

Contact: Fawn E. Pochel at f-pochel@neiu.edu